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Lions wiK continue to arise !until hcr
hands is exposed at the conference
and it is known what America's action will be.

GETTING BETTER

COMING TO TIME TELEPHONE MAN

The Cotton association has decided!
to hold its cotton for fifteen cents!
and this will soon be the ruling price
no doubt.

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE MR. BARBER HERE FOR FEW
COMPANY
HAD
CHIEF
DAYS' STAY ON
TELECOUNSEL HERE.
PHONE BUIKINESS

WILL NOT ACCEP

!MISS FANNIE SMITH RECO(VER- Makes All Character of Promises, but Undertaker
Stephenson, of Mayfield, CHARLES UNSELT CANNOT BECONDITIONS
PJMOIA
IN
it
sdoes
It
Want
Placed
in
is
Preparing
to Move Here—
FAVOR
CONFLICT
A
ATTACK.
Franchise Ordinance.
JAILER.
Commercial World.

VOL 22, NO. 219

RAISE DEAD TO LIFE
Authorities Arrest Officers
of Medical Concern.
No:71;:..7.

• THE INVESTIGATION.

Moroccan Controversy
Developes Dr. Richard Walker Improving at the
Yesterday Mr. W. L. Granberry,
Mr. E. L. Barber, of Waesouta County Supervisors- Jumped Back to A Liquid That Will Keep the Body
Lines of Policy That Are Hard
Railroad Hospital—Other Ailing
the Third District Yesterday—
counsel
chief
Tennessee
East
for
the
Young and Cure All Disease,
Ind.,
arrived here yesterday on busito Get Away From.
People Mending.
Telephone company, came to this city ness to remain for several days.. He
County Teachers Paid.
the Bait.
.
4
and held a conference with Mayor is one of the main owners of the InYeiser, Alderman W. T. Milder and dependent Ildepisone company and
STILL THERE MAY BE
Word from the Woodville section oelier.s of the muticipal government, came down to vhit Manager Harry
Mite Charles Una,* yesterday stated GEN. OBEIRNE AT
NO
EUROPkAN
ROW of the county last night was that regarding something
being done to- Love, of the Paducah branch, and see that he would not come .to the city
THE HEAD OF FRAUD,
Miss Fannie Smith was some better wards bringing to
close the litiga- how things are corning on..
and accept the position of deputy unwith her attack of pneutnonta and this tion into which the company has-gotOut in Marshall county the com- der Jailer James Eakeri because he
London, Jan. 11—The Morocco doctors thought she would pull ten itself because of its disregard of pany is gradually
enlarging its plant, was not able to 'get any reliable party
New York, Jan. 13.—Gen. James
controversy continues to obscure the through all right.
the laws and orders of'the city of Pa- laigv forces of men being out in the to take charge of his farm and other
Oberirne„
for years more or less
She is the remaining one of the ducah.. After the talks held with the rural districts everywhere putting up interests down in the county and
political horizon, not because any
ran
household that lost three members legal advisor of that cceporation, it poles and wires. Hon. Mike Oliver, same like he would have them to.
prominent in Republican politics in
sane person here believes Morocco is
during five days from pneumonia. was about agreed upon that the may- the former main owner of the indeJailer Eaker has wanted Mr. Un- this city and who has held a number
worth a European conflagration, but Those dying were John Coghill, R. or would call a meeting ofall the coun
pendent lines of that county, came in selt to be the deputy. The latter re-. of offices under the United States
because Germany and France has4s L. (Pomp) Smith and Miss, Noel cilmen and aldermen within the next yesterday and said that
Marshall sides near Health, in the county, and governmeiy, is given as president in
taken up definite lines et policy which Smith, while the remaining member few weeks for the purpose of talking wotild be „Setter covered with tele- yesterday said he tried to get some theliterature of the Force of Life
and
arc fundamentally antagonistic and it ti now down with the ailment, but the tee matter over thoroughly and see- phone service within a few months' go.c.d_rnan to take charge of his place, 'Chemical company, the medical direcis difficult to find a way out which physicians think she will get well, ht ing what could be eflIcted. At that than any county in the state, as con- but, being unable he had to refuse the tor of which, Mr. William Wallace
eould involve the humiliation of one fact she will if a relapse does not oc- time there will be present Mr. Gran nections are being installed every- deputythip that will now- have
to be Hadley, and assistant medical direcparty of other. Moreover, many Aro- cur. For a while her condition waa berry, who at 2 o'clock Yesterday af- e here.
tor, Mrs Laura M. Wilson, were yesgiven to some other.
ple in France are hysterical with the critical.
terday arrested by Federal authoriternoon returned to Nashville, Tenn.,
notion that the Germans are bent on
ties and held in $2,500 bail each for
where he maintains headquarters.
— —
Former Paducahan.
County Supervisors.
marching on Paris.
Much Better.
examination
During their talks the mayor and
a week from toda,v
Mr. Samuel Livingston, formerly
Yesterday the supervisors fee the
I am couvincesi that Germany is
evidence upon which the-)
Dr. Richard Walker, the druggist, others gleaned from Lawyer Gran- vi this eity, arrived here yesterday at
county finished with the Fifth and
misjulged and has no- particular is much better a rttbe railroad hos- berry that New Orleans bad about noon to
visit his mother, Mrs. /5(.. Sixth magisterial districts and return plaints were based was
grudge against France, but having pital on West Broadway, where he 12,000 telephones in its service and
Livingston, of West Broaliway. Mr. ed to the 'Third, which they expect to through correspondence of fictitious
great need of commercial expansion has been confined the past week or charged a rate of $to per month.
One of these, "Lucille
Livingston is an old Paducah boy complete within the next few days. patients.
she is determined in future to allow 'two with fever. For a stile he was That averages about eighty-five cents
Hoffman," wrote that she was a
who left here about five or six years They went over the Fifth and
Sixth young girb of twenty-two and folno neutral market with a possibility very ill, but will be able to come out per thousand phones, while here the
ago and is now located in the Bluff so as to get it out of the way
while lowed (hit up with some information
of German trade to come under the shortly.,
company charges. $1.5o for its reel- City, where he is engaged
in the Deputy Assessor Stokes Harksy was of an
protection of any single rival) power.
intimate nature. Several letters
dence connections every month, and liquor and tobacco busines:
and is in the city;
Morocco is simply a test case.
that followed were printed circulars
tot for the busioctss houses. This $4 doing well.
After finishing with the Third they containing staple
Abyssinia might easily become ansupposed to be the regular charge
advice, received
The many friends of Mr. Wes Arhave only the Fourth to canvass, also, it is alleged, by
other.
a number of
made
it
but
'houses,
is
said
business
nold will regret to learn that he is
Moving
to
Paducah.
when .That part of the work is com- other fictions patients
I discussed the question with a
the
company
that
charges
$2.50
only
who
haa
Mr. L. 0. Stephenson is moving pleted, and they will be ready to re- witten, giving other
well-known German -diplomat here to. dangeroasly iii at his borne on Broad per month to its oldest commercial
ailmentt.
street.
He
has
been
confined
with
his undertaking goods to Paducah ceive the owners of property raised
day, and give his opinion because his
Diagnosed Horse Blood.
subsioribers.
and will occupy a handsome room in and hear what reason the proprietor 'Complaining that
forecast is generally correct in mat- illness for several weeks and his conshe had not imMr.
Granberry'
stating
(their,
On
.
dition
is
quite
aggravated.,
the Empire building near the corner ad-vanc-es in opposition to the rape. proved, "Lucille
ters concerning Germany. First, he
Hoffman" was
prices and number of subscribers. for of
Seventh and Broadway. He insaid, dismiss the idea of wrath. If
asked to send a sample of her blood /
New Orleans, the beat people wantOthers
Ailing.
tends to have one of the finest underPay County Teachers.
Germany wanted to fight she would
for analysis. The correspondent ob-4
Mr. James W. Magnor is quite ill ed to know if he would place the Pa- taking parlors and carnage outfits in
have gone to war last Just*. There is
tamed some blood from a horsC
Yesterday.
Superintendent
Samuel
service
the
upon
same bans. the
ducah
city of Pachicah. He is a very J. •Billington, of the county public which he put into a bottle and
no advantage now, because we know at his lionte on West Trimble street, To
forsaid
.he
he
but
agreed,
did
this
not
popular business min and will no schools, paid the teachers at his of- warded. A couple of days laser
that the British are equally deter- while Miss Bessie Lou Watts was'want
he
the
incorporated
franchise,
in
it
doubt enjoy a lucrative share of the fice in the court house. Hes has
mined to see France through, any- better yesterday, after a several days'
re-5-, got a letter which declared ,that the
stipulated
being
desire
it
be
I
that
his
confinement.
business. He Will not take tip his ceived $2,127 from the state school analysis pointed to a phy,j1a1 condihow.
only in an agreement to be signed by
residence there permanently for sev- fund, with which to remunerate the tions which the recipie said made
War Enthusiasts.
the preeident of the telephone com- eral
War enthusiasts in Germany, like
leeeks,on account of Mrs. Steph. instructors, vrho all came in yesterday him sorry for the horae.
pany .lid-Mayor Yeiser, or what oth- enson's
Count Reventlow, are not dismayed
health—Mayfield 'Messenger. from the rural districts and got their
Among 'the most interesting docuer city official the local public govern
at the idea of fighting both powers.
ments
that have fallen ..into the hand
pay.
designated.
By
placing
ment
PaduThey argue that Engkind is itching to
New Tailoring House.
of the investigators is an alleged
claiming
basis,
that
and
on
he
cah
'
I Mr. J. Leslie Thompson, the well
destroy the German navy before it is
personal letteee from Mr. Hadley to
e
2.600 eubecribers new, he agreed to known
too late. We must fight her sooner or LIGHT COMPANY
a
tailor,
fortnerly
patient c taming these seetences:
of
here,
arrivCOULD NOT charge not more than $4.50 per month
later. Better bring France too in
ed in tire city yesterday from Louis"I cure is-ease. I combat any and •
REDUCE RATE FOR THE
for between 3,000 and 4,000 subscrib- ville,
oiler that if defeated at sea we may
out
all
of
mai s. I make hopeless invawhich
city
he
has
been
LIBRARY.
ers, and $5 for between 4,000 and 5. traveling
stil. make good our loss on land. Do
the past few years for, a
l•-•••-r-r•
lids
II. I unclasp the remorseless
subscribers,
000
$5.so for between 5,- clothing
not imagine, therefore, that Engfi
concern. He is now here for
s of death. I stop the ruth
000 and 6,000, and so on.
land's position would prevent War if
the purpose of opening up a mer- LITTLE SEANCE HELD LAST ;Oh which Father Time hurries you
These figure) he quoted while talkNIGHT WITH ALDERMAN
the war party gained the upper hand General Manager Bleecker Very Comto the grave."
chant's tailoring establishment, like he
ing to the city authorities, but said
mendably Contributed $ae to
MILLER.
in Germany, tut ,as a matter of fact.
The following statement is made
engaged in until he moved away
the
reason he did not want it incorpor about five
the Institution.
the war party in Germany is in a
in a circula headed "Dr. Wallace
years
ago.
He
has
not
yet
ated in the istseivise ordinance was'
hopeless minority.
Hadley's Personal Message."
-elected his location rfor the new conbecause it would show to other cit- corn.
Germany is going to the conferRepublicans Are Carefully Going
"Do not he skeptical. Have conInstead of making a reduction in ies what rates were being made here,
ence because she wants peace. It is
Over Public Questions Before
fidence in me. Re sure as I am that
true that the Monsieur Delcasse the prices charged the Carnegie li- and it would cause a multiplicity of
I can cure disease.
Showing Their Hand.
Takes New Position.
the legal troubles and fights which
policy meant a French protectorate.
'Come ye who are heavy laden,
Mr.
Clarence
Grouse
has
ass-pled
a
brary for slesetric
General Man they are now encountering here.
Germany is determined to thwart that
and I will Rive you rest.'
position as traveling salesman ;or the
Mayor Yeiser, Alderman Miller and Webb-Phillips
policy: she desires not only the open ager John Bleecker, of the light and
"Reverently I repeat the words,
Commission sompany, It seems that last evening another
door always, hut equal opportunity in traction company, yesterday made a the others are more than wiling to and today leaves for his initial trip. one of "those things" were held at and sacredly I wilt' fulfill the trust
all respects. Still a compromise is donation of $25 to the institution, withdraw the suit now against the He was formerly with the... Kentucky the .esta bluitnnent of
Alderman W. put in tae by the Great Healer. I
possible. Each side mutt put a little which in a measure shows that ties telephone company to "oust" same, Glass and Queensware company that T. Miller, on
Broadway
between can say no more."
corporation is friendly inclined to- provided the corporation does any- went
water in its wine.
Prominent Men Involved.
out .cif Business.
Fifth
and Sixth streets. Many of the
thing looking towards justice and
Roughly, Germany now says that ward!, the institution.
Gen. Obeirne has been a special'
J A Atkins of Trenton, Tenn.. republican members of the council
The trustees thought they had been equitability. The municipal authori- has Sccepted
France may have the policing of the
a place as drummer for and alckrmanic bodies were present agent .of the treasury department,
Algerian frontier, but that all the paying about $5o per month for lights ties have been more lenient with this the Meyer-Schmid-Clark wholesale at the
private gathering, and on com- assistant commissioner of immitcrarest of Morocco must be neutralized and made reports to that effect, but concern than any corporation doing grocery establishment of this city.
ing
out
they ,aid they were simply ttoti in' the port of New York and a
by giving the whole task to some yesterday the light company went businesss here within history of • the
informally
talking over things regard- commissioner of charities in this
wholly disinterested power. Aeyhow, over the bill, for 1905 and found that city, and' it was only as a last resort
Pitt in Another Crusher.
c became president of the
ing
the
municipal government, pre- city.
a division into spheres is 'not per- the average monthly payment from that litigation VraPS instituted against
concern in September last. when E.
President William Katterjohn of aratory to outlining a number
of
remisable. This question is much the the institution amcnillitiel to only $26, them, because every imaginable thing., the big. Kattetjohn
Virgil Neil, its organizer and first
construction forms and other things with which
to president, resigned.
most important. Financial matters which is jaet a little over fifty per possible Was done to get them to works up at Cedar Bluff. Ky., yester- start
Gen. Obeirne
off their administration that
require expert handling, but are cer- cent lees than the board of trustees come to time.
.was seen following the arrests, but
day seated that he was preparing to commenced the first of
this year.
One city authority said yesterday put in another big cruOier, so as to
tain of adjustment. „Doubtless Ger- thought their exPerients along that line
his counsel refused to allow him to
Tomorrow evening at the city hall
that it at last .looked as if the corn- increase the capacity of the plan
many has something in-hand to con- amounted to.
be interviewed.
general
assembly
chamber all memGeneral Manager Bleecker informed pany was getting to that point where which gets out crushed rock from the
cede.
The prisoners are -charged with
the trtreces that it was' impowlible
actsiallY confessed it was wrong mammoth quarries it operates near bers of the municipal legislative conspiracy to obtain money under
Some Concessions.
hoards
will
be
present to decide what false pretense
France equally would not go'the for them to reduce the rate dbarged and wanted something done totvards Princeton. Mr. Katter4olio is now
by the use of the
sums thatl be apportioned to each
conference unless prepared tsith con- the library, because the -corporation settling Sireot.rouble which it had got- figuring with outsiders, to'furnish the
United States mails. The Force of
public
department
for this year, and Life Chemical company, for the last
cessions. rf you argue that this had its regular schedule which could ten into.
rock, one being Mr. G. M. Ingram
At the session the mayor will call of the bitulithic company of Nash- probabilities are that last evening's three or four years, has maintained
breans a victoryafor Germany. since not be deviated from. To be of What
gathering is a sort of preliminary to elaborate offices
in th! city. It has
jt implies a negotiation of the French ever Resistance Aaseible though, the to meet Mr. Granberry, it is more ville, Teen., which built the bittilithic
.
.
their
avowed work. this is only one done an extensive m
protestorate policy., I reply that the management donated115 to the insti- than probable that,. everything the streets here and uses great quantities
business. A
.P protectorate policy .never gained a tution which is maintained through company suggests and agrees to will of the rock in crushed form. Mr. In- of the many caucuses the new'boards member of the compajuy told the poscomplete 'rid pn the French people, munieitral allowances and private eub- have to be placed in writing and then grain was in the city yesterday on have held during the pa* few weeks, tal authorities that the concern had
and they will finally get things out- no less than eoon000 patients.
considered. Of course this does not that and other missions, this being
anct If oarfied to its logical conclu- ecriptions.
lined
so they- can put same into defiThe
library board is still consider- mean that all will be accepted,'as the his first trip for several months.,
The Federal authorities -started out
sion would certainly' have involved a
nite serape for publicity, showing to a the trail of the-.,,Force of Life con.1
war with Morocco; which vetrtild b ing the question of asking the legis- public bodice have decided that pa=
ceetain degree what is expected of cern on the per*enal itnitiative of
einpopular.. The new arrangensent re- lative bodies.S to adopt an ordinance tience has ceased to be a virtue and
Assumes New Duties.
.5
President Roosevelt. -Tito week ago
&sego "'ranee of a burdetteettne re- prohibiting children from %kitting
Tomorrow Mr. John Rock will as- them this year.
something right and proper -will hate
All sorts of rumors are afloat that there is said to have .an a migra-sponsibility while sec jug her Al- roller eicates.upon the concrete walk, to be done, or the hitter fight goes stime his position of secretary and
gerian fronbier and foil-Nal invest- leading into the institution at Nireh forward eacekntleissiess
treasurer of the Paduceh Furniture the borads will reduce the police tion of the most prone ent Force of
Broadway.
and
They think it will be
ments.
Manufacturing company;; he being force, chop down the fire department Lifters to Syracuse, N Y.
absolutely
When the two priso ers were ar-t
necessary
difficulty
to
remaining
is
is
as
greatly
it
The
only
elected
to that position recently, to forces, curtail things here and there
•
FIREMAN TRANSFERRED.
injuring
the
walks.
find some way in which France can
represent the Rock heirs in the busi- and arrange for improvements in raigned before Comm sioner Ridgaccept the new situation Without losMr. Reuben Potter Will Now Work nets that wis started by his recently many departmenteb but they are well way, counsel furnished bends to ingoing over the contemplated work sure their appetirance a the examinaGerStart
that
Race
ing prestige. It is certain
Track Here.
Out of Memphis for N. C. & St. L. bereaved father, with other capital- and sacredly
guarding their skirmish- tion. Mr. Vause said st night that
There is a deal on for the purchase
many will do her -hest to smooth her
ists.
se
until
things
get into a settled con- the Force of Life con any was doruffled susc*ptibititiega also thaf mon- of so acres of the Dick Allen farm,. Fireman Reuben Potter, of the Ni.
Benton Hotel.
ing a perfectly legiti te business*
pree_rietors of the new hotel. dition.
!cur B.ouver, who is e financier par ,two miles out on the public road C. 81'.V.The
1:. tailrnad, has been lame
and that the-two prieo rs were on!le
started
-WM
excellence, will insure peaceful ends. paeoing hak Grove cemetery, for the
at Benton have not yet
•
Big Timber Deal. ,
salaried employes of he concern,
This forecast is slightly optimietie. Purpose of converting same into a fling out of Jackson, Tenn., for the upon the structure, because the infor
months
flip
who did whit they were told, and had
past
road,
few
McCandless
tint
They
plan
Manager
them.
,,f
rate
J.
is
M.
the
the,
point
perhaps
weak
track oft which numerous event
clement weather deters
One
to nominate a disintere'ste0 .pa*er "- as Of importance a-re. promised.. A num has now been transferred to Mem- have all the material upon the ground local office for the Standard Tie com- nothing whatever to do With its manpoliCentan in 'Mititoceo. This le cdii
miff and outside tunfmen leave phis, Tenn, which will be his head- and just. as soon as pretty- weatittr pany. has returned from Arkansas agement.
impracticable here 4ince any the ma/ter In hand and promise that quarters. He is a well know,n young appears 'they will start the foubilal where' he and his superior, .my.'rt. ,A •
St ,Louivis about to develop somee, power suggested incurs the
im- if everything goes Omagh the, car man of this city, and son of Colonel tion The strtictute will mostly be Scott of Detroit, Mich., with the
rrIrr
mediate suspicion of being a German line will he extended 'Tit from theNeact Joseph E. Potter, the retired polician of concrete and as this cannot he same company, closed • a deal fo grafting in her police depattindtit
111111% view
pro
ly torrect, though of ti4mble tarp apd this citseput -in and capitalist of Nnrtfi- Fottr.th laid during the cold months. favor- $700000 Worth ,of timber that will b work. There is .to he an investigas•
tion
cenverted into railroad croesties.
agent.
Nebeless. ebbe ',el
„, • • 4
able weather has to he awaited.
Oeseiselon of
• strht.
tie reack.
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OF SHOES, HATS, CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS AT YOUR OWN PRICE, THURSDAY, JANUARY rith, AT 1030 A. M. SALE TO CONTINUE DAY AND NIGHT UNTIL CLOSED OUT. WE
hAVE ENGAGED A PROFESSIONAL AUCTIONEER TO CONDUCT THE SALE, ..WHO ..WILL
AMUSE YOU AND ENTERTAIN YOU. LADIES ESPECIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THIS SALE.
HOURS OF SALE rolo A. M. a P. M. AND 7:30 P. M.
4111012;40ANNESI
••

4l

4I D.

TION SALE
(11: :

yr,n

the Week in Society.
Afternoon at Cards.
Mrs. Hubbard Wells will entertain
at cards next Thursday afternoon in
her apartments at the Empire on
Broadway near Seventh street.
Supper for BrZair.
A party of friendss were royally entertained Monday evening by Mr.
Roy Katatriehn, of South Fifth street
near Clark, viNth an elegant supper, in
honor o the cousin of the host, Mr.
Clem B eich, of Jackson, Tenn., who
at that time was visiting here with
his hrid , to whom he was married
only a fa weeks ago. Covers were
set for n in the spacious and brilliant diOng room of that elegant
home an there partaken of a sumptuous feat of many delicacies.
This vas the first trip of the newly
married fpair here and they were the
recipient of much attention from the
groom'sJ friends who cordially welcomed iere his happy bride who is
a most .talented and beautiful young
woman 'of the prominent McCutcheon
family Of Jackson where Mr. Bleich
has made his home the past year.
While here they were the guests of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John J.
Bleich, former the well known
jew(7.:r.
German Tomorrow. .
Tomorrow evening at The Palmer
the -Cotillion aub wil give another of
its series of charming germans. This
makes the third in the past two
weeks, the others being for Christmas
and New Year, and all w;ere attended
by unusually large crowds.

the Guild room at thenew parish
house. On that occrsion all those
there brought their lunches with
them and the whole were combined
into one and a huge picnic dinner
served. The Guild ladies furnished
hut coffeee and tea for the luncheon
that was a repast of many delicacies
delightful to partake of.
The entertainment was the first of
its character to occur here and proved
a most charming success to the
unusually large crowd that was there.
2 -4:
ilLte1W1
Matinee Musical.
An "open meeting" will be held
Wednesday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock
by the Matinee Musicale club in the
Eagles' quarters at Sixth and Broadway, at which time each member,
both active and associate, will be permitted to bring one guest with them.
This privilege accorded is done im
order many can honor the composer
whose selections will' be the theme
for the gathering's discussions and
renditions. The rsetections will all
consist of those composed' by Professor Harry Gilbert, the very talented
and gifted young musician of this
City.
Mrs. George Flournoy is the leader
for the.afternoon, and the program is:
"La Mariposa" Danza Mexicana—
Mr. Harry Gilbert.
"Apparitions" Petite Suite of 3
Songs—Mrs. David M. Flournoy.
"Treundichaft" Romanza for Violin—Miss Aline Bag•by.
"Ashes of Roses"—Mr. Edwin J.
Paxton.
"By Sylvan Paths" Pastorale—Mr.
Harry Gilbert.
a. "Were I a Bird."
i. "Love-Sonnet."--Mrs. David
M. Flournoy.
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'On Wall Paper.

January
Cleakince Sale!

THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND

FOR THE

srALL sum

TO

BORDER

MATCH

OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-

RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARIL SELLING AT 6 CENTS 1-.A.
ROLL, WE WILL SELL

you AT

ONLY i54c PER SINGLE ROLL.

For Actual Deepness of Price Cutting OR 3 CENTS PER DQUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
this Sale Breaks every Record of the DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, roc, r5c, sec
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
Past and Sets a Mark not likely to be TO
SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
••
•• ••
•• DESIGNS
soon Matched in the Future::
IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-

CUT-FRICE JUBILEE CUT-PRICE JUBILEE
Ready-to-Wear Offerings

Dress Goods Offerings
IS MONEY WORTH SAVING?
THEN DELAY NOT YOUR COMING FOR A SHARE OF THESE
DRESS GOODS ECONOMIES.
5 pieces Dress Goods in stripe and
novelty effects, regular value soc,
reduced to
5 pieces Black Dress Goods, novelty
weaves; regular value $1.00, reduced to
59c
Ladies' Flannel Waistings, 50c value,
reduced to
250

25e

OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS

TO

MATCH.

ALL

COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS al
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS.

THE

LATEST DE-

VERY

SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE

A STYLE YOU WILL LIKE IS
HERE; YOUR

SIZE IS

HERE,

OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE

FRAMES, WIN-

AN DROOPING
TOO, BUT YOU WILL BE MOST DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING
.:ALL AND SE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
PLEASED WITH THE SAVING PAPERS
BE CONVINCED THAT V."E WILL TREAT

IN PRICE.

YOU

RIGHT

AND

Ladies' Suits were $25 oo, reduced CRIVR YOU THE BIM VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
to
• • • • '• ---------- $12.50
Ladies' Suits were $20 oo, reduced

-

to

$10.

C..C.LBB

Mrs. Rieke' Reception.
From 3 until 5 o'clock next Thursday afternoon Mrs. Frank H. Rieke,
of West Washington street will entertain with a reception at her home. Elegant Reception,
DAINTIESS OF PATTERN DISALL THE HIGH QUALITY
From 3 until 5 o'clock Thursday
LACES
afternoon many called at the Owen YOU'D EXPECT FOR DOUBLE TINGUISHES THESE
"The Man From Vermont."
FROM
A very large audience heard "The residence on Jefferson near Ninth THESE FIGURES, AND WITH AND EMBROIDERIES
'Tuesday even- street, where Mrs. James Clements THEM GOES THE GOODNESS THE ORDINARY PRODUCTIONS;
Man From Vermont.
Miss
frig at the Trimble street Methodits received, complimentary to
GUARANTEE OF L B. OGILVIE THERE IS A REMARKABLE
visitor
charming
her
Glass,
given
being
Mary
church, the entertainment
and
& CO.,
under auspicies of that congregation. from Madison, Ind. The host
DIFFERENCE IN YOUR FAVOR
The gentleman was Mr. Charles Tag- honored guests were assited in re- Shirt Waist Silks in checks and
P.
James
gart, one of the most renowned ceiving by Mesdames
- Stilpes, regular value Si oo, re- IN THE PRICE, TOO.
monologist and impersonators upon Smith, Harris Rankin, Charles J. duced to
'lot Embroidery Work and Margin,
the public stage today, and he kept Kiger, Minnie Rankin, and A. R.
Shirt Waist Silks, regular value soc, IPA inches wile, at per yard .1
were
halls
reception
inThe
Meyers.
deep
with
enlivened
his auditors
reduced to
33e
terest by his clear portrayal of many beautifully decorated with an artistic
•rharaeters and things for several arrangement of crimson carnations.
poinsettas, palms and ferns.
hours.
Rieke, Sr..' and
Mrs. Louis M
and Mae
Terrell
PRICE MARKS ON ALL OUR
Frances
Misses
FIVE CENTS AND FIVE CENTS
Cornus Club.
An entertaining evening was spent Owen presided over the punch howl, WILL MAKE TWENTY CENTS NECKWEAR FOR TOMORROW
by the Comns dub Monday night at the table for which was daintily dec- IF YOU WISELY INVEST IN THAT ARE MOST GENKROUSLY
the besidence of Mr. and Mrs. Park- owed, Wing stationed in the library
LOW.
THESE ITEMS.
ham,. of South Fourth street. Quite hall..
aspect
happy
a number .were there, the ladies' The dining hall was a
Several pieces of Gingham, regular Four-in-Hand Scarfs, light and dark
prize' being taken by Miss Ethel Mc- strings of smilax dangling from
price Sc and ioc, are cut to,
coloring
50e
Mahan and that for the gentleman chandeliers, while crimson carnations
per yard
St
the
for
piete
center
pretty
the
formed
Harrman.
and
colors,
by Mr. Alfred
5 pieces Madfas, for shirts, regular Ties and Scarfs, black
The club will he 'entertained the table. The mellow hues from the red
WESTERN KENTUCKY ?Anti. EMS
at
to
ise
value,
reduced
25e PADIK.AH REAL
next time by Clifford Blackburn of shaded candles threw an attractive
FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
LOTS
PAYMENT
MONTHLY
glimmer over the room, where the
South Sixth street.
JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
REAL
ESTATE
KENTUCKY
•ftillLse4W
guests were received and luncheon
SEND FOR i.T.
EVERYBODY.
TO
FREE
Elizabeth
Mesdames
served by
*wings Ball.
Mrs. Daniel Ilarkness, proprie- Quick, Wynne Tully, L. E. McCabe,
nr.DG,
.is W. WRI1TE610K.E. P4*j,1 rIs
tores of the Creal Springs,i111, hotel and Misses Adah Enders, Ruth Weil
Will entertain next Wednesilii even- and Helen Decker.
During the afternoon a large crowd
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
ing witN a big hall over, there and
a number of Padocah people i•ill at- of rrienels called and spent several
Condensed S.atement of
•
: !Affil
happy hours sharing the unstinted
tend.
of
‘Veilliants,
James
parMrs.
was
Hughes,
luncheon
while
cards a delicious
hospitality that was showered
Princeton. Ky.; MTS. Robert Garrett.
a excellent orchestra furnished sweet taken of.
Birthday Gathering.
Mrs. Cbarke and Miss James'were of Princeton; Mrs. Robert Clark, of
Complimentary to the eleventh an- music for the occasion.
visiting Mesdames Laura Fowler and New York; Mesdiainti John W. Kei-44W
sit-tit
niversary of his birth Master Harry
Paducah, Kentucky,
Birdie Campbell, b,tit have gone on to ler, Eli Boone, Saunders Fowler,
Cohen, of South Sixth street, enter- Pretty Card Gathering.
Lotus ;
Rieke.
Frank
,Campbell,
and
Garrett
MtrAdames
of businens, Dec 30, 1l5close
Evansville.
at
Mrs.
of
happy
a
was
tained Tuesday, and it
The handsome residence
Gregory,
gathering of the joyful young folks, Clarence Sherrill of Fountain avenue Williams and Miss Smith are guests Rielc.e. I. D. Wilcox, Oscar
•.
RESOURCES.
Weille. A. R. Mey- V
who spent the several hours with var- was the scene of a charming card Of Mrs. William Hughes, while Mrs. Victor Voris, Ben
$177,196 54
Flournoy,
and
.Loan
Disccuats
George
popular
Scott,
W.
J.
ers,
and
pleasant
the
is
ious games.
party Wednesday afternoon, compli- Rawls
2,83o Si
4!
and
tli•‘cks
Bonds
LangGeorge
Phillips,
•
The assemblage game to a close mentary to Mesdames Robert D. Gar- matron formerly i)f here. and who R bert B.
2,000 00
'
and
Fixtures
lit.:Iiiture
A.
L.
Wheeler,
Charles
Jr.,
Gardner
stiff,
Armour
Mrs.
of
is
guest
the
with service of light refreshments to l•ret, James Williams and Miss Selena
62
55,176
and
Exchange
of
C.a:ih
Smith,
Selena
Miss
Washington,
•
the guest who were: Portia "iyrine. Smith of Princeton, • the popular of Fountain avenue.
of
James,
Ariel
Miss
were:
Princeton;
afternoon
the
of
guests
The
Marc& Glynn, Ruby Rudolph, Flora guests of Mrs. William Hughes of
Mis-;
.$237,206. 20
NIcKinnie, Clara Moss, Flossie Like, Wiest Jefferson street. The -Sherrill mes., W. M. Rawkr, of Evansville. Evansville; Miss Claribel Rieke,
Sinnott
New
of
EliSabeth
Clark,
Robert
Mrs.
LIABILITIES.
Ind.:
Erma Nicholls, Ethel Byrd, Mary home presented a beautiful bower of
5o,000.00
OttetifiL4111
CapitOr Stock
Bryant, Miss Maude. Byrd; Fred elegance with its profuse decorations York; Mrs. James Williams, of
3,563 1
Undivided Profits
Bahr, Roy Bahr, Jim Byrd, Nelson of the La France roses, the idea be- Princeton; Miss Arnie James, of Party at The Palmer.
• Deposits
f$3.643.09
l'iroadfoot, Myrt Sloan, Harry Sloan, ing -continued through the delicious Evansville; Miss Seferta Smith, of
Yesterday afternoon at The PalThere were Princeton; Mesdames Armour Gard- mer Mrs. Edmund P. Noble enterSant Sloan, John MieCollom, Vern refreshments served.
37,206.20
112Wade.'llarry Cohen, Morse Cohn, seven tables 'Inert with intel•esteci net, William Hlughts, Birdie Camp- tained at cards complimentary to
Flournoy,
Will Peter. llahul Mason.
A DIVIDEND OF 2% PER CENT WAS DECLARED OUT
players and dariag event the visitor's bell, 'John W. Keller, J. C.
Mesdames Robert Garrett and James
Fowler,
Selena Smith of
OF THE NET EARNINGS4IF THE PAST SIX MONTHS
Williams; and
troe,by fell tolTrsa Smith, while the James -P. Smith, Saunders
Jr.. Princeton, Ky., guests of Mrs. WilBradshaw,
Will
•WeilZe,
Ben
I.
Mrs.
by
Cretaindlo Club.
AND CREDITED TO THE STOCICHOLDERS
game gift wax caprurCd
ENTITLED
A most charming time was spent I). Wilcox. Mrs. Williams took that Thomas C. Leech, Robert B. Phil- liam Hughes of West Jefferson, and
TO SAME, PAYABLE ON DEMAND.
lips, Victor V?iris, M.•G. Cope, Hal also for Mrs. natt Rawls of Evanswith music Thursday afternoon by for the consolation.
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
Corbett, L. A. Washington, Oscar L. ville, who is visiting Mrs. W. Armour
454111141W
the Crescendo thrb,-'at the studio of
Gregory. I. D. Wilcox, Edmund P. Gardner of Fountain avenue.
Miss Virginia Newell, on North Sev- The 500 Club..
enth between Broadway and .Jeffer- 'The 500 club. were the guests of Noble, A. R. Meyers,, Miss Elizabeth
Nine tables were filled with players
son streets. Miss Adine Morton foon4 Mrs. Henry Bradley Tuesday after- Sinnott.
who whiled, away several charming
• IlltaL.W-•
the talented leader for the seccasion, noon at her home on Jefferson near
hours, that was followed with serthat entertained about twenty-five of Eighth -street, while the additional Mrs. Leechci Party.
vice of dainty refreshments
William
the regidar members, in 'addi.ion .(4 honored parties present were Mrs. The guests of. Mrs.
a number of visitors.
Robert Clarke of New York, Miss Hughes were the honored visitors for Entre Nous Ladies.
During the happy assemblage of Arnie James of Evansville, Meadkmes the pretty card party given Monday
Only the' members of the Entre
•Severill hours.a toosf oliarming musi- Robert Garrett, James Williams and afternoon bi Mrs. Thomas C. Leech club were present at the meeting
cale' programme was rendered, while Miss Selena Smith of Princeton and cif Fountain avenue. The • afternoon held Friday afternoon at the ltesit.'
many entertaining talks were made Mrs. Matt Rawls of Evinsville.
was spent at euchre and for the game (knee of Mrs. Henry Grace, of North
regarding the various composers.
The assemblage was one of un- Mrs. Robert B. Phillips captured the Ninth street.' The hostess is preparalloyed delight to the ladies who lone hand gift, while the game prize ing to leave for St. Louis to take up
Gathering of Much, Joy.
spent •a .most charming afternoor went to Mrs. Ceorge Flournoy. To her bottle, and during the afternoon
One of the most delightfully unique rrver the card table. The first prize +ach guest was -presented by the tendered her resignation as president, 3o SOUTH THIRDIST',
PADUCAH:ICY
and eittertaining gatherings for many weitt to Mrs. Mitt Cope who grace- hostess, a placque of pretty five china. which she has ably held since the
weeks past was the "picnic supper" fully presented' it to 'Mrs. Robert
The 'game was followad with ser- 'body was organized two years
given Tirtsday evening by the mem- Garrett. Thai- for the visitors was vice of a sumptuous Istficheon to the
(Continued on Page .7.)
bers of Grace Episcopal church, in taken by Mrs. Clarke. Followin'g the guests who were: Mts. William

:Laces and Embroideries

Underpriced Silks

Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.

EDGAR NV:WHITTEMORE,

59e

Ginghams Deeply Cut

ce

Beautiful Neckwear

REAL ESTATE AGENCY

7e

L. B. Ogilvie

COf,

MECHANICS' AND FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK

-

MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,

--227--

Broadway,

Uiidertakers and Embalmers,

•

)

ago:

MAIM, EIMER & CO.
•
a

SEMI-ANNUAL CLEAN-UP SALE IS NOW
To Which We Ask the Attention of Every Man and Boy
Interested in the Question of
Clothes [mom

HA)

1PER

ITCH

s4lrion4ys'& Children's
mu=mmu4=44====umun14=071kilzen7

1-4 OFF

FLO-

FUL
, DOC

CES

Men's and youths' $7.5o suits
and Overcoats
now

IN3
Co'..

Men's and youths' $io oo Suits
and Overcoats
n

ALL
3 iN

Mon's and youths' $ta so Suits
and Overcoats
now

DENE
IN-

Men's and youths' $15.00 Suits
and Overcoats
now

AND

Men's and youths' $16.5o Suits
and Overcoats
now

AND
Men's and youth's $18.00 Suits
and Overcoats
now

SUITS AND OVERCOATS..
When BOUGHT forICASki

5.63
7.50
9.38
11.25
12.38
13.50

Men's and youths' $20.00 Suits
and' Overcoats
now

15.00
16.88
18.75
20.63
22.50
26.25

Men's and youths' $22.50 Suits
and Overcoats
now
Men's and youths' $25 oo Suits
—end Overcoats
now
Men's $27 50 Suits and
Overcoats
now
Men's $30 oo Suits ana
Overcoats
now
Men's $35.00 Suits and
Overcoats
now

Our Clean-Up Sales Grow More Attractive
SELECTIONS—
EACH SEASON, BECAUSE OF THE LARGER STOCK AND THE GREATER
AND THE CHOICE OF OUR HIGH GRADE MERCHANDISE—ALWAYS THE NEWEST AND
THE BEST. MANY CUSTOMERS BUY IN THF-SE SALES WHEN THEY DON'T REALLY
NEED THE CLOTHES, BUT THEY FIND IT ECONOMY TO BUY FOR THE FUTURE. THE
THE LOWEST
POLICY OF THIS HOUSE HAS ALWAYS BEEN TO REDUCE ST../CK TO
ro DO THIS, PRICE REDUCPOINT POSSIBLE BY THE END OF A SEASON. IN ORDi
TIONS AND CLEAN-UP SALES.ARE NECESSARY. EACH WEEK MORE PRICES ARE REDUCED AND MORE LINES ADDED TO THOSE ALREADY CUT. _IT'S WORTH YOUR TIME
TO FOLLOW THEM UP. YOU'LL FIND MANY OPPORTUNITIES TO SAVE ON YOUR
WEARING APPAREL.

,

OF SPECIAL INTEREST
TO MOTHERS
OUR CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT NEEDS NO
INTRODUCTION—THENELEGANT AND COMPLETE STOCKS CARRIED HERE ARE NOW
WELL KNOWN TO EVERY MOTHER. IN
THE CLEAN-UP SALE ALL BOYS' KNEE
SAILOR-RUSSIAN
SUITS AND CHILDREN'S
SUITS AS WELL AS OVERCOATS CAN BE
BOUGHT AT A SAVING OF 25 PER CENT.

CITY MONEY
NOTHING YET DONE TOWARD
DECIDING ON , THE
FIGURES.

96 54
30.84
oo
78 32
.4
06.20

Both Councilmen and Aldermen Will
Be Called Together as Committee of the Whole.

oo
3

11

3.09
.20

OUT
TI-IS
LED

Tomorrow evening at 7 o'clock
Mayor sYeiser will call all the council
and aldermen into session as a committee of the whole ot the general
assembly chamber of the eity hall foithe purpose. of having them make
some decieion regarding whet sums
are to be allowed' each municipal department this year for maintenance
money. The finance committees of
both boards held a three hours' gessiOn Friday evening at the hall and
talked over things in general, thoroughly parrvassing every department
and speaking upon its monetary needs
for iso6, but despite this, they never
did arrive- at What sums they- thought
best to allow each bureau of the city
government. They reached a pretty
,cod underetaneling thanes and it is
believed they have in their minds
what will he apporeioned. oath department, hut nothing towards deffititely
'settling the figures will be reached
until the gathering tomorrow night of
the entire bodies as a committee of
the whole., 'elite difference betvreen
a committee of the whole and a called
meeting, is that as a committee the
4. •

11
4.1-AtA

N15
Kih
AkNO
11[11.111sG
4.3BR AN atBRNIMAY

members do not get paid for asserribhog, while for every special or stated
session they draw their $3 per.
As a whole committee the members
will settle' on the figures, and then
fill same inte the apportionment ordinance that has already been drawn
up, but there left blank a place fot
insertion of the figures. Da, all the
members being present togdtber and
agreeing upon- all things ,the ordinance can then be adopted by each
body without prospect of any changes
Which may be made if one body went
ahead and framed up certain figures
and passed it to the other board that
might not want to confirm what the
co-body done.
It is said that the boards will cut
eight men off the police forceby allowing that department enough money for only just the proper number of
patrolmen after deducting the cut of
eight.
One of the aldermen yesterday said
that he believed there was a very slim
show of reducing the tax rate this
year as the improvements desired and
money needed -would come pretty
near necessitating retention of the
presiekrt ate which is the limit that
hts been taken for several years past
by the eity authorities.
Iftmtingdon, Tenn .1
fire Thursday night.
business center of the
a White looked as if it
the whole titian of the

OF SPECIAL INTEREST
TO MEN

had a $r t,000
It was io the
place and for
wotals1 destroy
place.

Senator ellorgaa favors- protecting
elk interest of American, an the Isle
of Pines. The smite committee on
foreign relations have up two bill;
on d treaty with the isle.

INCLUDED IN THIS SALE ARE THE VERY
FINE "ATTERBURY
SYSTEM"
CLOTHES
THAT HAVE MADE SUCH A HIT WITH THE
GOOD DRESSERS THIS SEASON. THESE
SUITS AND OVERCOATS REPRESENT THE
MOST SKILLED CRAFTMANS,HIP OF THE
TAILOR'S ART. TelEY FIT AND' HANG WITH
AN EASE AND GRACE THAT DISTINGUISH
THEM FROM ALL OTHERS.

cepted a salaried office from the three
made up and there will be many ladies
and young girls in same. This will
big life insurance companies.
A
former president of the United States
he something out of the ordinary for
is bound to lose caste When he beminstrels, and additions unusual is
comes the employee of any person or
the fact that two of the "end men”
corporation.- Frorn being the highwill be ladies, while General Manager
W. G LEDFORD WAS GIVEN A est servant of all the people to be- FUNDS GO FOR THE CONFED- John
Bleecker, of the light and tracERATE MONUMENT AT
CONTINUANCE UNTIL
coming the servant of part of the
tion company, will be one end man,
LIBRARY.
TOMORROW.
people is always a step backward.
and Mr: Robert Caldwell, of Covingmade
he
A
former
president
should
ton BrOthers. -8e -Companxs Alle.sithers....,
,
a life senator at large on an adeMr. Roy Culley will be the interlocttFrankie Dixon Fined $5 and Costa quate pension
He should not have Vatic° Features Will Be Inteoduced tOr.
and an Unusual Affair Presented•
for Letting Refuse Flow Into
to stoop to the level of a paid referee
Professor Herry Gilbert will introBy Participants.
Sanitary Sewers.
or be compelled to accep` a salary
duce a number of special musical
froth Ryan or any one- else. The
1 features into the program that was arUnited States is rich and generous.
ranged by himself, and prospects are
Now that the holidays are over and for a very successful affair, the net
In the police court yesterday morn- The man who has been its chief exeremain a Sigh ideal.
things havsi settled down the question proceeds from which Oft° the fund
ing W. G. Ledford was given anoth- cutive should
Grant in NVall street, Harrison as
amassed for cdnstruction of the moner -Continuance of the case charging attorney for a street railroad, Cleve- Of raising funds for the monument- to
ument to be put upon the library
him with taking tee property of Mat- land as an insurance arbiter, are not be erected son Carnegie library will fawn out of honor to Southern solagitatagain
be
actively
taken
up
and
tie Rowten and selling it without le- pleasant to contemplate. and misdiers and women.
ed. In this connection the Daughgal authority. The matter was put construction issinevitable.
ters of she Confederacy of this city' A bill
Mr. Cleveland knows nothing of rehas been introduced in the
off until tomorrow. He had a lien
are preparing to give a big minstrel, legislature
bates or of the business of life inprohibited Sunhay basehave
several
rehearsals
for
a
and
already
on the furniture of the woman
ball and football playing in this state.
surance He is not hired 'because of
loan, ansfshe says he took her goods any knowledge of that subject, but been held, while others will be conbefor the value of his'name and the ducted several times each week
without any process of law.
Russell Cooper, a grominerit lawyer
presentation.
tween
and
time
for
ROW
For
office.
of Memphis, Tenn., eimmitted suicide
A ,fine of $s was assessed against prestige of hisitorniero
will
be
It
is
probable
that
the
affair
these $12,000 a -ear is a picayune
Frankie Dixon on,the charge of let- price. The people could well afford given either the 29th or 30th of this with morphine Thursday night. Cause
not known.
ting • rags and other refuse ow into to pay many times as much to pre- month at The Kentucky, as those
•
/
the sanitary sewerage connections serve the prenige of his office and nights are the ()Des under consideraThe British admiralty has rescindeA
leading from the city's underground to prevent misconception of its in- tion and will be selected.\ mir
its order to change -the uniform of
the
This
production
will
be
,ont
(of
dignity.
mains into 'her premises on s Court fluence and lasting
the navy. It will continue to wear tens
We have--no smypathy wish the run for:stele usual minsttersec-ba.mit- historic
street near Ninth.
jumpers- trod heavy trousers-,
will'
ied
character,
feattnes
norel
of
peculsomething
Bob flowers was fined $s and costs theory that there is
be
sontinnot
there
introduced, and
for riding through the public streets iarly democratic in a system that
The Tamarack copper mine, the.
faster than permitted by -ordinances compels .a former- president of the tied throng/lout the staid, blank same
world, which is
adopted an a safeguard to be people. *United States to earn a living- and ness that prevails in so many of the ilsenest mine in the
is on fee half
Calamut,
Mich.,
mar
Musical
specialties
and
minstrels.
can.
he
best
as
family
A. Lawrence was fneed $1 and support-his
innface.
Tae minmilt
below
the
ina
other
entertaining
be
features will
of Pines. The senate committse on The eperience, and prestige of
lives
as a result
their
ers
have
lost
assets,
peethe
varied
program
cluded
and
national
are
president
sfQrrhe
of
the
fire.
jtinnwill
great
prove one of
attrac.and t e iountry should mike
Mr. Cleveland as if-Referee.
n.
rteces ary for him ever to be pbrige
(Cairo Bulletin.)
ateiscribe for the Daily Register- ,
The- ease for the stews has bailie
el individuals.
It is a pity that Mir. Clevland ac- to
•
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if we •are to ace pt
give it practical
abeory.ana
the latest
and
appendicts
•
Anti--if
application:
th
of
portions
not
other
tonsils, why
yet
not
limit
has
the
system? Surely
been reached."

inent,t0 stop Ihere

Chicago comes to the front with a
near judgment for damages under a
sent for selling of whisky. Says the
Chronicle of that city: "A, 'jury In
Judge Tuthill's court has returned a
verdict of '$17,500 in favor of the five
children of John Hedlund ' against
three saloonkeepers who sold aim the
liquors which made bine a drunken
loafer and lost tam an income of $1,500 a year. Whatever may be said
a- an original proposition of making
ilquoe sellers pay damages because
their customers drink to excess, it is
certainly according to law in this
state. And really the. saloonkeepers
have no good reason to complain, for
they can not be made to pay damages unless it is alrown that they sell
to men whom they know to he habitual drunkards. In this case it appeara that the saloonkeepers knew
what they were doing and warning
and entreaties had not moved them

Though there is considerable mud
throwing in connection with the Panama canal -till there is no dirt throwing.
to asst.”
aferales' resignation of the presiNow and -then, but not very often.
denency ofethe Santo Domingo gov- some politician who really has g
ernment sounds like a joke. He 'had cinch on an office astonishes his con
been drives: from his capitol by an etimency and-the world at large by
insurrection and is now. a—fugitive. declining to continue in palettes servIt therefore appears- that what he re- ice. Congressman Sibley, of Pennsigned he didn't 'have to give up.
sylvania, is the latest servant to -so
Russia's financial condition is declared to be almost at bankruptcy
sjage. Either her financiers are pre,stake or to
paring to raise another
of that
to
as
payment
. -y Japari
4e-or
long
has
yeed indemnity. Rtrseia
,ekn a poor debt payer.
The general idea ass Europe is that
the Moroccan controversy has placed
a. Germany and France in such a posi•
lion that war will be hard to avoid.
- Still it is believed the poseens during
the conference_ will so 'handle the matter in controversy it will pass without
a tiodflict. It is in the province of the
pottiers, so-called, to permit or prevent a, clash.

declare himself. Sibley has announced
his determination not to be .a candidate for re-election, although he has
had the assurance of an easy return
to congress by his constituents. He
is °nay 56 years old, and is now servipg hia fifth term in *e house of representatives. He salt simply, that
e is tired of public political life, and
in replysto the protests he is receiving against 'his announced intention,
he says: "I would rather leave the
house regretted than regretting." The
woods are full of wouldebe officeholders who would like to 'have Sibley's
hold on office. They would never
cast it aside as he pnoposes to do.

•
What the Monroe Doctrine Means JAPAN'a VICTORY
CHINA.
'
AFFECTS
(St. Louis Republica,
of
Criticism
Senator Rayner's
President Rooaevelfs interpretation Celestiaau Awakening to Fact That
They Are Not a Subject People.
of the Monroe Doctrine is as just as
it is forcible.
Oakland, CO, Jan. 13,-The Rev.
Monroe and the statesmen of his
time never had a thought of setting Arthur Smith, a missionary in China,
up protectorates over the weak' Re- who returned yesterday on the Siberia, is visiting friends in this city.
publics of Latin America,
In the minds of George Canning, The missionary said last night:
the British secretary of state, who "The"strong anti-foreign feeling in
first suggested it; of Jefferson, who China js due in large part to the .deThe
was eonsulted about it, and of Presi- feat or, Russia by Japan.
dent Monroe, who promulgated it, the Chinese are awakening to the fact
Monroe Doctrine meant neither more that they are not a subject people. ,
"The feeling against theta United
nor less than we would no' suffer
European powers to molest or im- States is very, bitter -because of the
pose upon the colonies of' Spain exclusion act. This -feeling is heigwhich had, with our hearty approval, tened by the imaginary wrongs and
exaggerated descriptions of indigrecently wan their ,indepenelete.
nities heaped on Chinese in this country, as sent home by Chinese in the
National Banks'inSloth.
United States. But China as a
(Nashville Banner.)
whole has come to a a belief that it
The Manufacturers' Record gives a
is easier and cheaper to carry on a
statement showing the wonderful
negative war against the United
progress in the growth of banking
States than to attack missions and
facilities in the South. In i138o there
kill mistionaries. The country has
were 220 national Kanks in the entire
learned that where there is no ajolSouth from Maryland to Texas, but
ence there is no punishment to folnow there are 1,221. 11n t88o, The nalow.
This feeling is confined to. the
tional banking capital in this section
cities, however, and I do not
coast
was only $45,598,000 now it is $126,'believe that it would be safe for an
037,000, and while twenty-five years
American to venture into the interior
ago the surplus of the Soutlas naprovinces.
tional banks was only aes000i000 and
"%Valet the more intelligent of the
a few thousands over, it is now $5o,want is that the exclueton
Chinese
257,000. National bank deposits in
shall be intelligently interpreted, and
grown
from $64.729.the South have
shad be enforced, only against thoee
000 to over $469,0312,000 within the
classes whotn it is meant to effect."
same period.
The number of national banks in
the entire country in 188o was 2,000, GHOSTLY .GRAFT
ON
MISSISSIPPI
now it is 5,757, an increase of 17545
-me
South
the
in
growth
the
but
per cent.,
Weird Stories Told by Rivermen
from 220 10 1,221 national 'banks is
About Mysterious Launch.
an increase of 445 per cent. Furthermore, while the national banking
Memphis. Tenn., Jan. ix—Somecapital in the whole country advanced
on the bosom of the Miseiswhere
from
during those twenty-five years
sippi between Cairo and Memphis
increase
$799,87o,229.an
to
$457,553.98e
ghostly craft, which, accordof 74.79 per cent., the South's gralwth floats a
ing to the reports of rivermen, is befrom over $45.000.000 to more than
having in true haunted syle on its
$126,000,o00 of nationalehanking capisilent voyage down the big stream.
tal ip the same time is a gain of
Memphis rivermen are daily on the
national
the
also
176.46 per cent.,
for it, though with some the
outlook
banking surplus in the whole country
is not unmixed a it ,
anticipation
nearly
to
rose from over $120.000.000
read.
superstitiouaad
$418,00o,000, an increase of 246.63 per
is
presumed to be ow
boat
The
surbanking
national
cent., but the
h noisome gasoline launch which capplus in the South. by going frets
sized and caused the death of Leon$9,000,000 to over $50o00,000, displaye
hard Mueller and Walter Jocelyn oi
an increase of 457.72 per cent.,
Cairo onaDecembar 30. Three or four
reports have been received from various points along the Mississippi dee
• tailing the journey of the craft. wth
accompaniments.
various original
The regulation. blue lights, gray
mists, skrandeli White figures and
SOME IMPORTAN'T NEW MEAS- mysterious evolutions on the part of
URES BEFORE THE STATE
the launch have been rung in. But
SOLONS.
the fact that the reports followed
each other after the publication of the
first, at intervals, is suspicious.
Murderer
Louisville Has a Convicted
PLAYS A RATHER
Who Is Soon to Be Hanged—
, GHASTLY JOKE
A Fatal Quarrel.
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We Otter $50 Rem
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED
THAT DID NOT- PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACT(
We make this offer not only to insure that we are, not only the
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers
cab,
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BA

Repairing Department
We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out c
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP, and at prices wl
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called, for and deli
yoar request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice
prices. Diamond* reset while you wait. We will take in exc
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER whic'h you have
for, giving you full market value for same, winch i about the
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL W
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES
DAYS ONLY

30

Watches cleaned and examined
New Mainspring, best quality
New Case or Hairspring
-New Jewels, wthole or cover

75c
75c
75c
soc

up Watch Hands ....
up Watch Ginnie* .. •
up Watch Keys
up.
••••

We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Pule
work guaranteed for one year. Higheseprice paid for Old
Silver.

A. POLLOCK
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
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No Representation Without Taxation
(Frankfort Journal.)
Representative H. Kirby Boerne,
of 'Henry, having introduced an act
to amend section 145 of the cebseitution by requiting all voters to have
paid state, county, municipal, district
and school taxes up, to June i of the
year in which they wish to vote, the
Commits Suicide in Presence of Room
matter has occasioned inquiry by
Full of Guests.
Fratikfort, ky., Jan. 13.—Bill day
lawyers of prominence who, upon examination of the section referred to in the house brought many more in- Buffalo, N. Y., Jan.. 13. - -*dose
say that the legislature can without
tereeting measures before the legisla- Schweitzer, manager for a house furs
a constitutional amendment require
follow- ishing firm, committed suicide last
the payment of taxes as a prere- ture. Among them are the
minors nigtht in the presence of a roma Cull
and
females
except
To
ing:
quisite to voting.
pen- of guests invited to attend his faredeath
the
of
infliction
de
from
The section te.ferre to reaas as
alty. Providing for punishing the well bachelor dinner. Schwedsass
Witli twenty-five or more speeches follows:
value ex- was to haye'-en married next weak.
*se to be made on time Philippine tarSection 147—The General Assem- money and other things of
prirrsaries,
in
candidates
by
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fte rthe clavier, whicsh was a seienrst
the
regisa'
for
iff bill an effort is _being made to bly shall provide by law
conventions and general elections.. affair, Schweitzer invited his /purls
vote
all
to
of
persons
tration
entitled
close the debate by Tuesday next.
in cities and towns having a -popula- Making eight hours a legal day's into a nlY:her room.
The advocates of the bill see'its de- tion of fire thousand et More, and wort. Prohibiting baseball and foot
"l have a great joke in store
„feat in delay and would leteten a prob many preside by general low for the ball on Sunday. • To force persons you," be said. He took a number al
dead- envelopes from a drawer and a+atsfrifable successful vote at the earliest registratibn ef ether voters, in the teievicted of carrying concealed
weapons to give bond that they i. uted them among his gibe**, amid
ly
Ired
req.
is
registration
Where
state.
erto4ent if possibk. But the insuronly persons reentered saall have the will not repeat the offense. Appro- i whik they were examining them mad
gen4e are in the saddle and the debate
right to vote. The mode of regatta- priating Popo° and authorizing the trying-Ito solve their 'host's mysiker-.
‘
*oat cleat as goon as the -advocates tion shall be persceibea by the gen- governor to appoint five commaion- iotte actions Schweitzer pickled up a
4
ers to purehase statues of Henry bottle of carbolic acid anti drank it.
desire, nor will the bill pass even if eral assembly.
Clay and William Goebel. Increasing 'He died before a doctor areiyed.
construin
Appeals
of
The
Court
does.
it
salary pf flit governor's secretary
The woma nto whom Schweitzer
ing the constitution of 1850 held that
Repealing the was engage was Mrs. Sarah Wood,
H...H.•Rogers, of the Standard Oil it was constitutional for 2 town from P,200 to $2,500.
providing barbers' inspectors.
that voters at
:of Grand Rapids, Mich. Failure; of
company, says that Attorney General charter_ to - provide
'certain financial ventures and inability.
plunicipal elteetionit shall pay their
Padley. of Missouri, in pressing the taxes before' they vote, and in BuettIndifferent to His Fate.
Ito proville for the bride as be hoped
inreetigation he is now conducting in ner vs. Gordon. at Kenttickf: 665. 6
Louisville, Ky., Jan. te.—William to do it given as the cause of
New York only seeks notoriety.. R.. 816. it held under the present con- an Dalsen, who is to be 'hanged next Schweitzer's suicide..
. is right or not stitution the same rule applies to all riday for the murder of a woman, a
Whe-timer Roger,
elections.
INTERESTING ITEMS.
atterly indifferent concerning his fate.
makes little difference with the pubThis seems to indicate that a con- Yesterday Jailer Pflanz removed him
at
014'75 per cent as many chiller/es
lic nor does it. excuse him from
stitutional amendment a not neees- %rom (the cell he was in to another are born in Engliald now as were
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Among the bidas before the legislature is one to compell the paying
of poll taxes by all would-be voters
before the rights of auffrage can be
exercised. The bill is in great favor
and will tee enacted if the legislature
becomes satisfied it has the power to
pass such a law, of which there is
*tome doubt. The argument is that
there should be no representation
without taxation, and jt is a strong
wed just view.
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Read these Prices on Overcoats, Suits, Pants, furnishing 600ds Etc
Furnishing Goods
yk dozen Sic...cs, Schwab's price 5oc,
BankrOpt sale price
190
5o dozen Shirts, Schwab's price 75c,
Bankrupt sale price

as(

35 dozen Skirts, Schwab's price $1.25,
Bankrupt sale price
540
25 doz Overalls Schwab's price 75c,
Bankrupt sale price
3410

25 doz. fine half Hose, Schwab's
price roc, Bankrupt sale
pi.ce

3e

25 doz. fine half Hose, Schwab's
price 15c, Bankrupt sale
price

9e

5o

35

•
15 dozen
Overalls, Fink's make,
Schwab's price $1.50,
Bankrupt tale price.
630

15

25 doz. Fleece Undershirts and drawers, Schwab's
price 5oc,
Bankrupt sale price
28e

15

25 doz. Boys' Drawers, Schwab's
price soc, Bankrupt sale
price

1se

20

20

doz. Suspenders, Schwab's price
50c, Bankrupt sale price _190
doz. Suspenders, Schwab's
$1.00, Bankrupt sale price.

price

38e

doz. Handkerchiefs,
Schwab's
price 5c, Bankrupt sale price 2e
doz. Handkerchiefs,
Bankrupt sale Trice
sale price
doz.
price
price

Schwab's

34e
7. 1-20

Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
Bankrupt sale

25C,

120

doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 5oc, Bankrupt sale
price rsc, Bankrupt

Men's and Boys'
Overcoats
Excellent values heavy weights,
blue and brown, Schwab's price $7.50,
Bankrupt sale price
$2.48
Men's extra fine Kersey Overcoats, Schwab's price, $i8, Bankrupt
sale price
$6.48
Men's extra quality, blue, .black
and brown, Schwab's price $1o.00,
Bankrupt sale price
$4.98
Fancy Belt Overcoats, newest patterns, finest quality, Schwab's price
$7 50 to $22.5o, Bankrupt sale
price
$3.48 to $9.98

Boys' Overcoats
All Colors and Styles.

Men's and Boys' Gloves at your
own price.
Men's and Boys' Collars worth ioc.
Bankrupt sale price
Men's Hats, Schwab's price $i to $4,
Bankrupt sale price

24e

to

$1.98

TRUNKS
trunks, Schwab's price from $2.50 to $g oo, sale price
from
$1.12 to
Ask to see the Club Bags and Suit Cases.

Boys' Overcoats, all colors and sizes,
Schwab's prices $4.542 to $12.5o.
Bankrupt sale
price
$1.26to$5.98
All these Overcoats are high grade,
of the best manufactures in this coun
try and are worth from two to three
times the prices quoted

Men's, Boys' and
Children's Pants
Men's and Boys' Pants, Schwab's
price $1.5o, Bankrupt sale
price .
49e
Men's and Boys' Corduroy Pants,
Schwab's price $r .00 to $i .5o,
Bankrupt sale price
490
Dress
Pants, best ever offered,
Schwab's price, $2 oo to
$6 50, Bankrupt sale price

76e to g3.19-

5130

Pairs Knee Pants, Schwab's price
25C to $1.50. Bankrupt sale
Price .
.... 12( to 7.4e
200
pairs Corduroy Knee Pants,
Schwab's price 50c, Bankrupt sale
..price

Men's and Boys' Suits, Schwab's
price $3 50, Bankrupt sale
price
$1.48 to

Men's Sweaters, Schwab's price from
50c to $3 oo, sale price
from • - • • ..... 25e to $1.24

$4.98

29e

Men's and Boys'
Suits

SWEATERS

40

Men's and Boys' Suits in all
and good quality, Schwa
,price $6 oo to $10.00, Ba
rupt sale price
...... $2.98 and I
Men's Suits for business or
best makes, high grade,
patterns, Schwab's price I
Bankrupt sale price ..
All Finest Suits sold by Sobs
$15.00 to $22.50, itankrt
sale price $6.24 to $1
One lot Suits all wool, Sc
prices $9.00 to $15.00, Bat
rupt sale price
Men's Black and Blue Granite
tian and Silk linings, Sc
prices $12 so to $22 50, Ba
sale price $6.98 togi
Extra sizes and stout sizes
so, in all colors and grades, Sc
prices from $8 oo to 11:8z5 oo,
rupt sale
price .....$3.48 to g
Children's
Jackets
and
Schwab's prices Si 5o to 1
Bankrupt sale price

Good Styles and Excellent Qualities.

-

.$1.98

BARGA

49e to g

All the suits in this stock a
very latest creations and we
them in a4 cuts, Double and
Breasted.

HANDKERCHIEFS

SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.
Schawb's price from 5oe to SIAN
sale price from

19e to

SALE EVERY DAY ALL DAY UNTIL STOCK IS SOLD

Schwab's Old Stand, 216 Broadway, Paducah, k
this Week at Che Kentucky.
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Broadway and the motorman started
situations—all accompanied by stage
engaged to introduce his latest and
up 60 quickly that he was'thrown to
appointments and lavish disPay of
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Special
Clearance Sale
Beginning
Monday, Jan. 15
and Ending
Saturday, Jan.20
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more goods of some
Have just completed our Annual Inventory and find
kinds than we care to carry over.
VVE ARE GOING TO TAK.E A LOSS ON THESE GOODS

11411
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An Immense Lot of Remnants of All Kinds of Goods to be
Closed Out in One Short Six Day Sale

amsnumszankus

3.98
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alb in all colors
ty, Schwab's
Ito oci, Bank.

Ladies' Coats

98 and $3.98
siness or dressh grade, all
b's price $ia.50
rice
.$5.98
by Schwab for
Bankrupt
to $11.24
vool, Schwab's
5.00, Bank.
$3.98
0 Granite Veniings, fichwab's
'2 50, Bankrupt
ei to $11.24
ut sizes 44 to
ades, Schwab's
$-$15 oo, Bank-

Coat at
Si so Rain
Rain Coat at

sra oo
$ra so
s14 so

Rain Coats
•

Rain Coat
Rain Coat

AU Furs are greatly reduced in price
are not provided
The cold weather is yet to come and those who
stock before it is
with Coats and Furs would do well to look at our
too late. It means an immense saving to you.

$2.98
$4.98
$3.98
$3.75
$6.50
$4.50
$7.00
$7.50
$7.50
$8.98
$1.98

$5 oo BLACK COATS GO AT
$6 75 BLACK LOATS GO AT
COATS GO AT
$7 50 BLACK, TAN TND BLUE
COAT
$8.50 LIGHT TAN
$9 so BLACK COAT
$8.98 BLACK 00tAT
Szo.00 BLACK COAT
'15 oo BROWN COAT
• •
...
$15.00 TAN COAT
R)
COLLA
Sta.00 BLACK COAT (FUR
AT
A LOT OF $5.00 SHORT JACKETS TO GO

Ladies' Skirts

9e to $3.15
stock are the
and we have
ble and Single

Remnants of Silks.
Remnants of all sorts.
Of Cotton Goods, such as Calicoes, Outings, Flanelettes, Silkalines,

Remnants of Embroideries.
Remnants of Laces.

Ladies' all wool Sweaters almost given away.
75 Sweaters cut to
50 Sweaters cut to

Remnants of Ribbons.
Remnants, in fact, of everything, all priced so low that you will find
•

...

.

69e
49e

ALMOST FREE

it difficult to resist the temptation to buy.
A lot of Remnants of Lace Curtains-only one and two pairs of a
kind-some soiled and some in perTect condition.

Some Laces are almost cut to nothing
2c Val Laces cut to
/
2 and a1
1
A lot of 3/
7I/2s and 5c Cotton Torchon Laces cut to

Come and look them over.

le a yard.
2./.:e a yard.

Men's Shirts

are
$6.75
All Children's Coats up'to size se, wer_$to oo,
at
sizes,
Tinge
$5.00
g
includin
Coats
oo
$8
's
All Children
at
sizes,
$3.75
large
g
includin
Chaats
oo
$5
's
All Children
so to $2.98
$4
from
cut
sizes,
large
g
includin
Coats
's
All children

and
Pants,
so 50 to

$3.75
$1.98

•

Ladies' Sweaters

Children's Coats

18 to $7.98

Remnants of Dress Goods.
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A lot of Ladies' all-wool fancy Golf Gloves to go at 150 a pair.
You will
We want you to come in and look these goods over.
find lots of things you can use and the pricey' are so small that they

A lot of Men's Colored Shirts, both soft and stiff bosom, cut to
are hardly worth mention.
25c. We haven't all sizes.
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